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We had questions...



How much of the 
trust problem is 

caused by confusion?



How much of the 
trust problem is 

caused by bad 
experiences?



Do journalists 
and the public 

agree on solutions?



1,127 journalists

● 94% local, 6% national
● Outlets:

○ 31% local newspapers
○ 20% local TV
○ 11% digital only
○ 11% magazines
○ 14% radio
○ 8% public radio
○ 5% other

● Margin +/- 3.5%

2,019 American adults

● Web + telephone 
● English + Spanish
● Nationally representative
● Margin +/- 3% 

We asked...



... questions about:

● What people want / expect from the press

● Knowledge of journalism terms / concepts

● Recognizing news vs. opinion

● Experiences with journalists, classes, student media

● News consumption behavior

● What “fake news” means

● What journalists should do differently



The big picture



The public doesn’t 
understand how 
journalists work...



...and journalism 
doesn’t make itself 
understandable to 
much of the public



10 takeaways from 
‘Americans and the News Media’



1. We agree on ideals



63%
of Americans say the most useful news is

“mostly facts, with some analysis”



66%
of journalists anticipated this is

what people would want



2. Opinion is overdone





55%
say it’s easy to recognize news vs. opinion 

in the general news media



43%
Recognize news vs. opinion 

in social media or news websites



The press clearly 
needs to do more to 
clarify what is news, 
opinion, and analysis



3. Our terms and concepts 
are confusing





News orgs should 
explain or avoid 
insider jargon



4. “sources say…” 
is not good enough



  correct





News orgs should be 
much clearer about 
when and why they 
use anonymity



5. We should get together 
more often



34%
of Americans have personally

known a journalist



21%
of Americans have contacted a journalist

with ideas or feedback



17%
of Americans have conversed with 

a journalist on social media



Journalists 
do more 
social media 
than 
interviews

72% 
social media

62% 
interviews



We need diversity 
and engagement so 
more people know 
and see journalists



6. When journalists do interact,
people are pretty happy



“Got important 
facts right, with 
some minor 
inaccuracies”



“Reporting was 
unbiased and 
fair”



7. News education helps,
but it is rare







8. “Fake news” has 
lost its meaning







9. Young people are 
very skeptical



53%
of people under 30 expect 

most news reports to be fairly inaccurate

(Republicans = 55%)



10. Journalists and the public 
agree on some solutions





Many of us can agree:
Offer sourcing info, 
explain reporting, 
explain policies



Read the 
full study

bit.ly/americansandmedia

Get our newsletter 
for future updates: 

bit.ly/getapi



One idea 
we suggest

Build news literacy education 
into your news content



The nutrition 
label effect

● Required since 1994

● 77%  of consumers use the 
nutrition label when 
purchasing a food item 
(2014 FDA study)

● 49%  of consumers changed 
their mind about a food 
purchase (2008 FDA study) 



The nutrition label 
didn’t just provide 
new answers



It raised 
new questions



Imagine if Americans 
saw and expected 
news stories that say 
“how this was made”



What 
questions 

should you 
answer?

We provide templates for 
9 different types of stories

● Story categories

● Standard news stories

● Non-investigative 
projects

● Investigations

● Fact-Checks

● Explainers

● Breaking News 
(live/unplanned)

● Live Events (planned)

● Features

● Opinion



Questions for an investigation

● Why did we do this story? (Why 
does this story matter?)

● Who’s in this story (the “cast of 
characters”)?

● What do these terms and phrases 
mean? (Provide glossary of 
terms.)

● What questions did we set out to 
answer?

● What do we know now?

● What don’t we know?

● What’s the evidence?

● Who are the sources and why 
were they chosen?

● Why are there unnamed sources? 
What other tough journalism 
decisions and news-gathering 
obstacles did we tackle?

● What might happen next, and 
how and when will we cover it?

● What are the potential solutions?

● How can you respond or get 
involved?



Rule of thumb #1:
“Call it out, 
don’t bake it in”



Toronto Globe and Mail
Expandable in-article explainers called “Globe Primers”



Rule of thumb #2:
“If you discussed it, 
disclose it”



Should we identify 
this victim 
by name?



Do we have enough 
evidence to run 

this story?



Ben Smith BuzzFeed newsletter takeover



Rule of thumb #3:
“Make it a dialogue,
not a monologue”



propublica.org/series/ask-propublica-illinois-journalism-questions



propublica.org/series/ask-propublica-illinois-journalism-questions



Bottom line:
Write like people 
have never read a 
newspaper before



Read the 
full study

bit.ly/organicnewsfluency



Discussion

Keep the conversation going at
americanpressinstitute.org



Thanks! Stay in touch with us:

API’s Need to Know newsletter: 
bit.ly/getapi

BetterNews.org update notifications: 
betternews.org/subscribe/

Twitter: 
@AmPress

Facebook: 
facebook.com/AmericanPressInstitute

Jeff: 
jeff.sonderman@pressinstitute.org
@jeffsonderman

These slides:
bit.ly/snpa18trust


